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Edouard Jeandey is promoted to Director in Abénex’s mid-cap team  

Edouard Jeandey is promoted Director within the mid-cap team which he 

joined in early 2018 as an Associate.  

Based in Lyon, he was recently involved in the acquisition of Origin Group (a 

BtoB specialist distributor of sealing solutions). He was also part of the team 

invovled in the acquisition of Blanchon Group (one of the European leaders in 

wood finishes products), when Abénex first became a shareholder of the group. 

He was also involved in the reorganisation of the group’s capital last year as 

part of a transaction in which Abénex significantly reinvested alongside the 

majority investor. 

Edouard began his career in 2013 at EY, where he was a member of the 

transaction services team, first based in Paris office and then in Lyon. He took part in several financial due 

diligence projects for both investment funds and various French and international groups across different 

sectors. He also has experience in statutory auditing, particularly in the distribution sector. 

Edouard graduated from Paris X University and the EDC.  

 

 

About Abénex (www.abenex.com) 

Founded in 1992, Abénex is a historical player in the small and mid cap private equity market, specialized 

in growth and buyout transactions in Europe both as a minority and majority shareholder. Independent for 

more than 14 years, Abénex operates on three segments of private equity: Small-cap, Mid-cap and Real-

estate. 

On Small and Mid-cap segments, Abénex is a long-term investor partnering with entrepreneurs and 

founding families, and operationally-involved in growth and operational optimization projects. Abénex 

typically invests in SMEs valued up to €50m in Small-cap and between €50m and €300m in Mid-cap.  

Abénex is committed to the Management team’s success, providing them with a fully dedicated operational 

team. Being a pioneer in 2008 when setting up the team, Abénex now has 5 seasoned professionals 

contributing to strategic initiatives, business structuration and transformation, profitable growth, 

sustainability and value generation. Abénex was also instrumental in the creation of Operating Partners 

Club of France Invest launched in 2020. 

The team is composed of 40+ professionals with demonstrated and renowned expertise, located in Paris 

and Lyon. 

http://www.abenex.com/

